To improve the control ability of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers and increase the stability of force actuator systems, this paper introduces a PID controller based on the self-growing lévy-flight salp swarm algorithm (SG-LSSA) in the force actuator system. First, the force actuator system model was built, and the transfer function model was obtained by the identification of system parameters identifying. Second, the SG-LSSA was proposed and used to test ten benchmark functions. Then, SG-LSSA-PID, whose parameters were tuned by SG-LSSA, was applied to the electro-hydraulic force actuator system to suppress interference signals. Finally, the temporal response characteristic and the frequency response characteristic were studied and compared with different algorithms. Ten benchmark function experiments indicate that SG-LSSA has a superior convergence speed and perfect optimization capability. The system performance results demonstrate that the electro-hydraulic force actuator system utilized the SG-LSSA-PID controller has a remarkable capability to maintain the stability and robustness under unknown interference signals.
PID parameters cannot be tuned in real-time if the ZN tuning method is used in industrial systems and systems need to run for a long time to find reasonable PID parameters, which can cause equipment aging, high energy consumption, and break phenomenon [18] . It is well-known that classical PID tuning strategies are not adequate for a better performance from the PID controller and more advanced tuning methods are crucial [19] . As computer intelligence techniques are evolving, advanced intelligence algorithms have been universally applied in electro-hydraulic servo systems to find the optimal PID parameters. Novak Nedic et al. [20] proposed that particle swarm optimization (PSO) could be used to tune the PID controller in a hydraulic actuator of a parallel robot platform. Additionally, in another study [21] , three different algorithms were used in proportional-integral fuzzy controllers. Ru Wang et al. applied a hybrid optimization algorithm including PSO and genetic algorithms (GA) in the PID pressure control of the hydraulic cylinder [22] . Similarly, other algorithms have been employed to determine the optimal PID parameters for hydraulic systems [23, 24] .
Salp swarm algorithm (SSA), which was proposed by Mirjalili et al. in 2017 , is an efficient meta-heuristic optimization algorithm that mimics the swarming behavior and the predation model of salp swarm [25, 26] . The algorithm, which possesses a simple program structure and fast computation, has been used in many project areas, such as load frequency control [27] , the design of IIR wideband digital differentiators and integrators [28] , parameter estimations for soil-water retention curves [29] , interval prediction for short-term load forecasting [30] , and the quality enhancement of an islanded microgrid [31] .
To improve the global search capabilities of SSA, Zhikai Xing and Heming Jia presented a lévy-flight salp swarm algorithm (LSSA) [32] . However, LSSA only uses lévy-flight to update the leader position of salp swarm and neglects to optimize the followers' positions of salp swarm, which can cause insufficiently thorough local searching ability and low optimization precision in later stages. LSSA also ignores the enhancement of the enhancing exploration and exploitation of the equilibrium coefficient in the salp swarm algorithm. To further increase the optimization capabilities of LSSA while simultaneously strengthening the PID-working abilities of hydraulic force actuator systems, this paper proposes a self-growing lévy-flight salp swarm algorithm (SG-LSSA) by renewing salp positions and enhancing the balance ability of the equilibrium factor and also proposes an SG-LSSA-PID controller in force actuator systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the detailed mathematical model of force-controlled hydraulic systems is described. The basic LSSA and the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the SG-LSSA-PID controller. Section 5 tests the searching ability of SG-LSSA in benchmark functions. Section 6 shows the results of response analysis when different PID controllers are used in force-controlled hydraulic systems.
Basic System Model
The mathematical model of a force-controlled electrohydraulic system consists of linkage mechanisms, a servo valve, a force sensor, and a hydraulic cylinder. The working principle of the force servo control system is defined as follows.
Firstly, signals, which can move the slide valve of the main valve, are input into systems. Then, the slide valve will drag the piston rod of the hydraulic cylinder to make the hydraulic cylinder work. Finally, controlled systems will be driven by the force sensor and loading-pressure. All parts in controlled systems are linked by rigid links. The system structure diagram and the simplified working principle diagram are illustrated in Figure 1 .
The linearized load flow Q L (m 3 /s) of the servo valve can be expressed as
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where K q (m 2 /s) and K c (m 5 /(N·s)) are the flow gain coefficient and flow pressure coefficient, respectively, x v (m) is the spool displacement of the main valve, p (Pa) is the pressure drop, p = p A − p B . The flow continuity equation of each cylinder chamber can be expressed as
where Q A (m 3 /s) and Q B (m 3 /s) are the inlet oil flow and the return oil flow, respectively. A (m 2 ) means the piston area. x p (m) is the cylinder displacement. C ip (m 3 /(s·Pa)) is the internal leakage coefficient,
is the external leakage coefficient. p A (Pa) and p B (Pa), respectively, represent the rodless cavity load and the rod cavity load. V A (m 3 ) and V B (m 3 ), respectively, represent the initial left and right chamber volumes. β e (N/(m 2 ·Pa)) means the oil effective bulk modulus. As the piston rod of the actuator is initially centered, Q L = (Q A + Q B )/2. The linearized load flow Q L and Laplace transform also can be expressed as
where V (m 3 ) is the total volume of the cavity. Without consideration of the cylinder friction and the oil leakage. The force balance equation and Laplace transform can be obtained by Newton's second motion law
where m (kg) is the total mass, B p (N/(m/s)) denotes the viscous damping coefficient. K (kN/m) means the spring stiffness. The transfer function from the servo valve spool displacement to the load force can be described by the Laplace transform of Equations (1)- (5) . The open-loop force transfer function can be expressed by
where C tp = C ip + C ep /2. The linearized load flow QL (m 3 /s) of the servo valve can be expressed as
where Kq (m 2 /s) and Kc (m 5 /(N·s)) are the flow gain coefficient and flow pressure coefficient, respectively, xv (m) is the spool displacement of the main valve, p (Pa) is the pressure drop, p = pA − pB. The flow continuity equation of each cylinder chamber can be expressed as For hydraulic systems, some parameters are time-varying. Due to changes in the flow gain and interferences in external loads, the natural frequency and oil slick density cannot be obtained by numerical calculation so some parameters are obtained by parameter identification. Parameter identification determines some parameter values according to the experimental data and the established Energies 2020, 13, 459 4 of 20 model. In the parameter identification strategy, a mathematics model is established, and then the testing results are calculated by this model. When the error between the calculated value and the measurement value is too large, the established model is modified, and the parameters are re-selected. When the testing results are closer to the measurement results, the model has high reliability so the basic system model is applied in parameter identification.
The Proposed Meta-Heuristic Approach

Salp Swarm Algorithm
SSA is a metaheuristic algorithm inspired by salps searching behavior, and each salp position can be seen as the potential solution to the optimization problem. In the searching procedure, all salps compose a swarm chain that can be divided into two parts including the leader and the followers. The leader leads other salps to the food source, and followers update their positions relying on the leader position. SSA searches for the optimal solution through cooperation between the leader and followers. The SSA searching process can be described as follows:
Step 1. Randomly generate positions in the D-dimensional searching space and then iteratively searches for the best fitness. Initialize N salp positions x i,j (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), (j = 1, 2, . . . , D); Step 2. Update the leader position. the position of the leader in the salp chain can be expressed in Equation (7):
where j is the dimension of the searching space, x 1,j means the position of leader salp. F j indicates the food position, in other words, F j is the current optimal solution. lb j and ub j , respectively, indicate the lower searching bound and the upper searching bound in j-th dimension. P is a probability coefficient in the interval of [0, 1]. The parameter c 2 and c 3 are random numbers given in the range of [0, 1]. The expression coefficient c 1 can be updated in Equation (8):
where l and L, respectively, indicate the current iteration and the maximum number of iterations. Step 3. In each searching process, other salps update their positions by tracking the leader position and other followers' positions. The position of each follower can be updated as follows
where i ≥ 2 and x i,j show the position of i-th follower salp in j-th dimension. Step 4. Each fitness value is calculated and compared with other fitness values. Replace the optimal solution and the best fitness value if there is a better fitness value. Record the global optimum solution and fitness value.
Step 5. Judge whether the optimization circumstances meet the end condition. If no, return to step 2 and go on. Otherwise, stop iterative loops.
Lévy-Flight Salp Swarm Algorithm
Zhikai Xing and Heming Jia used lévy-flight to update the leader position in basic SSA, which can enhance the diversity of searching domains and improve the searching intensity of SSA, and the introduced algorithm is called the lévy-flight salp swarm algorithm (LSSA). Lévy flight was initially proposed by the French mathematician Lévy in 1925, and then Benoit Mandelbrot defined it in detail. Lévy flight, which follows a dynamic searching action, describes a particular scale-invariance random Energies 2020, 13, 459 5 of 20 step based on a probability distribution. Longer steps are connected and relocated by small steps. Researchers have proven that the movement and predatory behavior of animals are similar to typical lévy steps in nature. In the literature [32] , the salp leader position can be used to express the following mathematical formula:
where Levy meets the lévy distribution. Mantegna algorithm imitates the distribution by generating the random step s that give the same performance:
where β is the power-law exponent, 1 < β ≤ 3. µ~N (0, σ 2 µ ), v~N (0, σ 2 v ), σ v = 1, σ µ can be described as
The Advanced Lévy-Flight Salp Swarm Algorithm
LSSA makes the salp leader step to have strong randomization; therefore, it is easy to jump from one region to another, which means food position information cannot be fully used during its searching process. LSSA also ignores the followers' positions optimization. Therefore, the LSSA has low local searching ability and low precision in later stages. To further enhance the convergence speed and the optimization precision of LSSA, this paper adds a self-growing strategy into LSSA, and the proposed algorithm is called a self-growing levy-flight salp swarm algorithm (SG-LSSA). Due to the LSSA having the great randomness and blindness, the self-growing strategy is added into the equilibrium coefficient. To get a better leader position at a faster speed, the initial leader step is given a larger value. As iterations continue, the leader step gradually gets better and the location adjustment grows more and more subtle. The leader searching step is gradually changed from large to small by using the new equilibrium coefficient. The self-growing updating strategy can enhance the followers' searching speed approaching the optimum solution. The new leader position can be expressed as follows:
The new expression coefficient c new 1 can be updated in Equation (14):
where F j is the current optimal solution. lb j and ub j , respectively, indicate the lower searching bound and the upper searching bound in j-th dimension. l and L, respectively, mean the current iteration and the maximum iteration. The ideal optimization step includes the strong searching ability in the early stage and the high precision in the later phase, which means the population can quickly get the best predation position and then carry on deep searching around the current optimal location. Based on the above analysis, the new followers' position can be updated as follows:
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where rand is the random number in [0, 1]. The specific steps of SG-LSSA are described as follows:
Step 1. Initialize parameters by randomly generating the population size N, the searching dimension, and the maximum number of iterations L. Set reasonable probability coefficient P in the interval of [0, 1]. Determine the lower searching bound lb j and the upper searching bound ub j of the i-th salp in j-th dimension. The i-th salp position in j-th dimensional search space can be represented as x i,j (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), (j = 1, 2, . . . , D).
Step 2. Update the leader salp position by judging whether i-th is equal to 1. If i-th is equal to 1, execute Step 2. If i-th is not equal to 1, execute Step 3. Update the new expression coefficient c new 1 in Equation (14). Randomly select c 3 in the interval of [0, 1]. Calculate the current optimal solution F j in j-th dimension. Update the levy flight trajectory using Equations (11) and (12) . Contrast c 3 with the probability coefficient P, if c 3 is greater than or equal to P, update the first salp position in the j-th dimension using equation in Equation (13):
If c 3 is less than P, update the first salp position in the j-th dimension using equation in Equation (13) (13):
end if 3 end for l = l + 1 end while Energies 2020, 13, 459 7 of 20
The Proposed PID Controller Design
Basic PID Controller Model
PID controllers, which include proportional parameter K p , the differential parameter K d and the integral parameter K i , possess high reliability, convenient operation, and low consumption. PID parameters influence system response speed, dynamic properties, and steady-state errors. Therefore, it is important to obtain appropriate parameters to obtain a high controllability system.
The working principle of the PID controller is that the PID control signal u(t) is formed according to the nonlinearization approach of proportional-integral-derivative of the deviation signal e(t)
where K p is the proportional coefficient. T i is the integral coefficient, and T d is the differential coefficient. The discrete PID controller is written as
where T is the sampling period, e(k) and e(k−1) are the deviation values at the kth and (k−1)th sampling time.
The transfer function of the PID controller is given as follows:
Control Strategy Design
The PID parameter tuning problem can be transformed into a three-dimensional optimization problem. It is necessary to select an evaluation function before optimization. Three parameters can be seen as solutions. The result of the system evaluation functions is designed to measure the performance of the control system. For that purpose, the evaluation function is minimized subject to PID parameters. System evaluation functions include the integration of the absolute value of error (IAE), the integral of the squared value of error (ISE), the mean of the square of the error (MSE), the integral of time multiplied by the absolute value of error (ITAE) and the integral of time multiplied by the square value of error (ITSE).
IAE and ISE belong to a single objective function, and they only take single factors into account. The IAE only attaches importance to the absolute error and cannot thoroughly evaluate system performance. The ISE considers the square of the error. Large errors are penalized more than smaller ones. Systems will endure the gradual accumulation of small errors, which can cause low performance in the later stage of system working. The MSE calculate the decay probability per second of ISE by the inverse of time and overcomes the limitations of the ISE. However, systems have to run for a long time to weaken the influence of the square of a large error, which can cause damage to and failure of systems. The ITAE penalizes errors existing after a long time and weights long-duration errors. The ITSE has an additional time multiplication in ITAE to penalize errors and allows a faster control speed compared to ITAE. ITSE, which can thoroughly mirror the true system operation status, weighs additional time, and penalizes accumulated errors. Thus, ITSE can more comprehensively evaluate system performance than other evaluation functions. Therefore, this paper selected the ITSE as the evaluation function. ITSE is the only objective function in this paper:
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The working principle of the SG-LSSA-PID is that the PID tuning problem is transformed into the three-dimensional optimization question whose best solution is sought by SG-LSSA. PID parameters can be seen as salp positions. The ITSE value, which is used as the evaluation function, will be automatically computed by SG-LSSA when systems start to be operated. The solution of the minimum ITSE is regarded as the optimal PID parameters.
The flow chart for the SG-LSSA -PID controller tuning steps is shown in Figure 2 . First, randomly generate N salp position X n = [k, k n i , k n d ], (n = 1, 2, . . . , N), searching ranges, l = 0, maximum iteration L, and other initial parameters. Second, update the leader position by Equations (13) and (14) . Update followers' positions by Equation (15) . Third, operate the control system. Each position will be seen as three parameters to calculate the evaluation function ITSE. Compared with other fitness values. Replace the optimal position and minimum ITSE if there is a better fitness value. Record the global optimum solution. The salp position that minimizes the ITSE is then applied to update the optimum PID parameters in each iteration. Finally, judge whether optimization circumstances meet the end condition. If the system performance meets the application requirements in the engineering fields or the optimization process meets the maximum iterations, the optimal salp position will be output as the final result. The output salp position will be seen as the optimal PID parameters. 
Benchmark Function Experiments
Experimental Parameters
To analyze the searching efficiency of SG-LSSA, ten functions, which have been widely applied 
Benchmark Function Experiments
Experimental Parameters
To analyze the searching efficiency of SG-LSSA, ten functions, which have been widely applied in searching problems, are listed in Table 1 [33, 34] . In Table 1 , Dim, Range, and Optimum represent the dimension, the searching space, and the ideal searching value. These functions can be divided into low-dimension functions (F 1 -F 5 ) and high-dimension functions (F 6 -F 10 ). Low-dimension functions can test the convergence speed. In contrast to low dimension functions, high dimension functions have large complexities with the number increasing exponentially with dimension. Therefore, the functions in Table 1 are very suitable for testing the optimizing capability of algorithms. It must be mentioned here that the optimal value in function 5 is equal to −1.0316. Table 1 . Test function parameters.
Function Formulation Dim Range Optimum
Beale
[−10, 10] 0
Comparison Algorithms and Parameters
This paper compared SG-LSSA with other popular algorithms, including LSSA [32] , SSA [25] , sine cosine algorithm (SCA) [35] , grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [36] , improved SSA based on weight factor, and adaptive mutation (WASSA) [37] , and whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [38] .
SCA was proposed by Seyedali Mirjalili in 2015. The proposed algorithm uses a sine function and a cosine function to find the best solution in the searching space. SCA has four main parameters including r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 . The parameter r 1 influences the searching movement direction. The parameter r 2 dictates how far the searching movement should be towards or outwards the destination. The parameter r 3 is the random destination weight. The parameter r 4 equally switches between sine-cosine function components. r 1 = a − at/T, where t is the current iteration, T is the maximum number of iterations, and a is a constant. For SCA, a = 2, r 2 = 2π, r 3 , and r 4 are random vectors in [0, 1].
GWO inspired by grey wolves was proposed in 2014. The GWO algorithm, which consists of alpha, beta, delta, and omega, simulates the leadership hierarchy and hunting mechanism of grey wolves. It has three main steps including searching for prey, encircling prey, and attacking prey. For the GWO, r 1 , r 2 are random vectors in [0, 1].
WASSA was proposed by Jun Wu et al. in 2019. Dynamic weight factor w and adaptive mutation strategy are added into SSA to balance global exploration and avoid premature convergence. Parameters w max and w min mean the maximum weight factor and the minimum weight factor, w max = 1, w min = 0.
WOA was proposed by Seyedali Mirjalili and Andrew Lewis in 2016, which mimics the social behavior of humpback whales. WOA has four parameters including r, b, l, and p. The parameter r is a random vector in both exploration and exploitation phases. b and l can define the shape of the logarithmic spiral in the spiral updating step. p is the probability factor. For WOA, r and p are randomly selected in [0, 1], l is a random number in [−1, 1], b = 2.
For the SG-LSSA and LSSA, the power-law exponent β = 1.5. P = 0.5. For the SSA, P = 0.5. Initial parameters of all algorithms selected optimal parameters by original algorithm literature, and algorithm details can be found in original algorithm literature. Each algorithm was independently run ten times in MATLAB (R2014b, The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA, USA), the maximum number of iterations was 500, the population size was 100.
Testing Results
In Table 2 , Best, Worst, and Average mean the optimal function value, the worst function value, and the average value when functions are calculated ten times. We can find that the optimal values calculated by the SG-LSSA are much closer to the ideal values in Table 2 , and it is clear to find that the SG-LSSA also can get the best target in high-dimension searching space. Although WASSA also finds the best value in F 8 and F 9 , we can see that the iterative capability of WASSA is weaker than that of SG-LSSA in the average convergence curves. SG-LSSA is clearly more stable than WASSA in all iterative curves. In F 5 , all values of SG-LSSA are closer to −1.0316. In SG-LSSA, followers use lévy-flight trajectory and the good solution of current iteration to find better solution, and random parameters created by the lévy-flight trajectory can increase the diversity of feasible solutions for continuous nonlinear optimization problems with higher dimensions within shorter computation times compared to the other evolutionary algorithms, which make functions fast convergence to extremum, so SG-LSSA can find exact zero values in F 3 , F 4 , and F 7 -F 10 . SG-LSSA outperforms all other algorithms in all functions. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has a high performance when finding the global minimum in low-high dimension functions. Table 2 can demonstrate that the SG-LSSA, which is able to provide very competitive results, has a consistent and reliable capacity to find an optimal solution, and its SG-LSSA solving ability is better than that of the LSSA. Hence, SG-LSSA has a better ability than other algorithms to forge the global optimum. Figure 3 shows the average convergence curves of different algorithms disposing unimodal benchmark functions over 10 independent runs. These figures indicate that SG-LSSA has high stability and is robust compared to other algorithms, and the figures can display the ability of SG-LSSA to escape from poor local optima and get the global optimum. The SG-LSSA has the fastest convergence speed and the best ability to jump out of the local optimum in the last iteration stage when finding the global optimum. SG-LSSA is also able to provide very competitive results on the different benchmark functions. In comparison, other algorithms have poor performances for all functions. The above analysis suggests convinces that the SG-LSSA has an optimal searching performance and the highest searching accuracy. stability and is robust compared to other algorithms, and the figures can display the ability of SG-LSSA to escape from poor local optima and get the global optimum. The SG-LSSA has the fastest convergence speed and the best ability to jump out of the local optimum in the last iteration stage when finding the global optimum. SG-LSSA is also able to provide very competitive results on the different benchmark functions. In comparison, other algorithms have poor performances for all functions. The above analysis suggests convinces that the SG-LSSA has an optimal searching performance and the highest searching accuracy. The box-plot chart, which can express scattered data, is also called the whisker chart. Several samples can be compared by evaluating the maximum value, the minimum value, the median and the upper quartile in the box-plot chart. The performance of algorithms can be analyzed by a box-plot chart. Figure 4 shows the box-plot charts of all algorithms when functions are calculated ten times. Values calculated by the proposed algorithm have the narrowest box-plot charts and fewest outliers in Figure 4 . The median, upper quartile, and lower quantile in SG-LSSA box-plot charts are lower than other algorithms, which show that the SG-LSSA has a powerful balance ability when handling different functions. When comparing SG-LSSA box-plot chart and other algorithms box-plots, we can conclude that SG-LSSA performs better with comparison algorithms. Hence, these box-plots can demonstrate that the results of the SG-LSSA are statistically significant, did not occur by coincidence and has merit in terms of exploration. The box-plot chart, which can express scattered data, is also called the whisker chart. Several samples can be compared by evaluating the maximum value, the minimum value, the median and the upper quartile in the box-plot chart. The performance of algorithms can be analyzed by a box-plot chart. Figure 4 shows the box-plot charts of all algorithms when functions are calculated ten times. Values calculated by the proposed algorithm have the narrowest box-plot charts and fewest outliers in Figure 4 . The median, upper quartile, and lower quantile in SG-LSSA box-plot charts are lower than other algorithms, which show that the SG-LSSA has a powerful balance ability when handling different functions. When comparing SG-LSSA box-plot chart and other algorithms box-plots, we can conclude that SG-LSSA performs better with comparison algorithms. Hence, these box-plots can demonstrate that the results of the SG-LSSA are statistically significant, did not occur by coincidence and has merit in terms of exploration. outliers in Figure 4 . The median, upper quartile, and lower quantile in SG-LSSA box-plot charts are lower than other algorithms, which show that the SG-LSSA has a powerful balance ability when handling different functions. When comparing SG-LSSA box-plot chart and other algorithms box-plots, we can conclude that SG-LSSA performs better with comparison algorithms. Hence, these box-plots can demonstrate that the results of the SG-LSSA are statistically significant, did not occur by coincidence and has merit in terms of exploration. 
Results and Discussions
System Parameters and Working Principle
The system platform is shown in Figure 5 . The system platform is the semi-physical simulation platform including a computer, a signal acquisition card, hydraulic oil source, and electro-hydraulic systems. The computer is used to create the real-time signal, adjust the signal value, and handle the collected data from online to offline. The signal acquisition card can be used for processing the analog signal. Electro-hydraulic systems mainly consist of an actuator cylinder, force sensor, the piston rod, sliding guide rail, load, inertial load, and flexible link, and so on. When the system platform is operated, the real-time signal generated by the computer is input into the servo amplifier through the A/D signal acquisition card, then, the amplified signal is transmitted into the servo valve as the driving signal to control the movement of the hydraulic cylinder piston rod. At the same time, the force sensor inputs the detected force signal into the computer through the A/D signal acquisition card to complete the servo. The electro-hydraulic servo valve is an FF102-30 (AVIC Nanjing Servo Control System Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China). Platform parameters in this paper were obtained in different ways, including maintenance and instrumentation manuals, engineering experience, testing experiments, and numerical calculation. The current saturation value 40 (mA) to 
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systems. The computer is used to create the real-time signal, adjust the signal value, and handle the collected data from online to offline. The signal acquisition card can be used for processing the analog signal. Electro-hydraulic systems mainly consist of an actuator cylinder, force sensor, the piston rod, sliding guide rail, load, inertial load, and flexible link, and so on. When the system platform is operated, the real-time signal generated by the computer is input into the servo amplifier through the A/D signal acquisition card, then, the amplified signal is transmitted into the servo valve as the driving signal to control the movement of the hydraulic cylinder piston rod. At the same time, the force sensor inputs the detected force signal into the computer through the A/D signal acquisition card to complete the servo. The electro-hydraulic servo valve is an FF102-30 (AVIC Nanjing Servo Control System Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China). Platform parameters in this paper were obtained in different ways, including maintenance and instrumentation manuals, engineering experience, testing experiments, and numerical calculation. The current saturation value 40 (mA) to 50 (mA). Inlet oil pressure 21 (MPa). Rated flow 30 (L/min). Piston Diameter 50 (mm). Piston rod diameter 35 (mm) . The voltage saturation value −10 (V) to 10 (V). Oil supply pressure 5 (MPa). In practical engineering problems, due to complexities of the structure control, the influence of temperature, the density of hydraulic oil, inaccurate measurements, and other factors, it is difficult to evaluate the stick-slip phenomena by building the precise mathematical model. All testing experiments of this paper were carried out in the same environment, and the main purpose of this paper is to keep the stick-slip phenomenon as similar as possible. To show the performance of the proposed PID controller, this paper carried out the comparative PID controllers in MATLAB. Different algorithms used in PID controllers include SF-LSSA, LSSA, SSA, SCA, GWO, WASSA, and WOA. Parameters applied in the results are determined according to the test function environment. The range of PID parameters were generated in [0, 100]. Discrete ITSE was selected as the evaluation function. Set maximum iterations 500. Set population size 100. The sampling period was selected as 100 and 0.01 s. Each algorithm was implemented in the MATLAB software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Table 3 shows the PID parameters, ITSE, and temporal response indices. A class of nonlinear time-varying processes of the system output is called the system temporal response under the condition of step signal. The system temporal response can be divided into the transient response and the steady-state response. The transient response reverses the reliability and the regulation accuracy, including overshoot Mp, delay time t d , peak time t p , and settling time t s . Overshoot indicates the difference in value between the maximum output signal and the ideal output signal. Peak time means that the operation time makes the working signal reach a maximum. Delay time indicates the running time from the output signal to the half-steady state. Settling time means the running time that makes the output signal keep within a ±2% steady-state error range. The steady-state response index e r , which reflects the balance and damping of the system, is the difference between the ideal stable state and the stable output state. The SG-LSSA parameter-tuning method has the lowest temporal response indices, and the smallest ITSE of all algorithms, which show the superior performance of the proposed SG-LSSA-PID controller. Although the overshoot of the LSSA-PID controller is equal to zero, it takes a long time for the system to reach the peak time and stable state, which increases system consumption and damages the system. The system using the proposed controller can keep excellent tracking transformation characteristics and a fast-driving speed. These results identify that the SG-LSSA-PID controller possesses the best temporal response performance. The response curves two-dimensional graph and three-dimensional graph are shown in Figure 6 . The response curve of the system controlled by the SG-LSSA-PID controller converges to the ideal steady-state with the optimum overshoot. The overshoot of the system controlled by SCA-PID has the maximum overshoot. Response curves of the system that are controlled by the SSA-PID and GWO-PID have too large running time, which can cause system high pressure and deterioration. The WASSA-PID controller and LSSA-PID controller need to run a long time to arrive at the ideal value. Although the SG-LSSA-PID controller has a small amount of overshoot, it jumps right back into the ideal value. When the SCA-PID controller and WOA-PID controller have maximum overshoot, they have a violent shock. Using the SG-LSSA-PID controller, the system can retain high precision validity, and the system performance is a small impact on outside time-varying signals, displaying high availability, fine maintainability. The ITSE iteration curve and the ITSE box plot are shown in Figure 7 . The ITSE iteration curve indicates that SG-LSSA has the highest searching speed in all algorithms, which shows the best optimization capability when tuning PID parameters. The SG-LSSA convergence curve rapidly accelerates in the early iterations and quickly tracks the minimum ITSE after half-stage iterations, which further demonstrates that SG-LSSA has great optimization efficiency and ability to jump out from local optimum. The box plot displays the system stability by calculating the ITSE graphical dispersion. ITSE calculated by SG-LSSA-PID has the smallest outlier and the lowest dispersion degree in all algorithms, which demonstrate that the SG-LSSA-PID has an outstanding balance. The results further confirm that SG-LSSA has perfect searching optimization capability. The ITSE iteration curve and the ITSE box plot are shown in Figure 7 . The ITSE iteration curve indicates that SG-LSSA has the highest searching speed in all algorithms, which shows the best optimization capability when tuning PID parameters. The SG-LSSA convergence curve rapidly accelerates in the early iterations and quickly tracks the minimum ITSE after half-stage iterations, which further demonstrates that SG-LSSA has great optimization efficiency and ability to jump out from local optimum. The box plot displays the system stability by calculating the ITSE graphical dispersion. ITSE calculated by SG-LSSA-PID has the smallest outlier and the lowest dispersion degree in all algorithms, which demonstrate that the SG-LSSA-PID has an outstanding balance. The results further confirm that SG-LSSA has perfect searching optimization capability. optimization capability when tuning PID parameters. The SG-LSSA convergence curve rapidly accelerates in the early iterations and quickly tracks the minimum ITSE after half-stage iterations, which further demonstrates that SG-LSSA has great optimization efficiency and ability to jump out from local optimum. The box plot displays the system stability by calculating the ITSE graphical dispersion. ITSE calculated by SG-LSSA-PID has the smallest outlier and the lowest dispersion degree in all algorithms, which demonstrate that the SG-LSSA-PID has an outstanding balance. The results further confirm that SG-LSSA has perfect searching optimization capability. 
Temporal Response Characteristic
The Frequency Response Characteristic
The frequency response, which can evaluate abilities to reproduce signals and filtering the noise in systems, is the system response under sinusoidal signals. The amplitude-frequency characteristic is defined as the ratio of the actual amplitude to the ideal amplitude. If the actual amplitude is closer to the ideal amplitude, the system is more stable. To further prove the perfect mechanical impedance and dynamic stiffness of the SG-LSSA-PID controller, four sinusoidal signals were entered into controlled systems. For different sinusoidal signals, the angular velocities were respectively set as 10 and 20, and when the initial phase was zero, the amplitude was set to 1, 50, and 100. The response results and the local amplification are presented in Figures 8-13 . As we can see in these figures, the system controlled by GWO-PID has the maximum amplitude difference between the output amplitude and the ideal amplitude. Local enlarged drawings for the SG-LSSA-PID controller are closest to the ideal amplitude. Figures 8-13 clearly show that the SG-LSSA-PID controller can not only rapidly restrain interfering signals but also improve accuracy tracking. For input signals combined with noise and interference, the proposed controller has a perfect ability to maintain reliable inspection and reduce nonlinear error. Therefore, we can deduce that the SG-LSSA-PID 
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Conclusions
In this paper, a self-growing lévy-flight salp swarm algorithm has been proposed and used in PID controllers to increase the stability and of PID controllers. The proposed SG-LSSA-PID controller, whose parameters are tuned by SG-LSSA, is applied to the force actuator system to enhance the real-time system performance. The actuator force control system model was established, and the transfer function model was calculated. To demonstrate the searching effectiveness of the proposed SG-LSSA, ten benchmark functions were tested and compared with other algorithms. Then, the performance of the system controlled by the SG-LSSA PID controller was estimated by calculating ITSE. Finally, this paper analyzed the temporal response characteristic and the frequency response characteristic. The results show that the system driven by the SG-LSSA PID controller has high practicability, good accuracy, and strong robustness in unknown environments. 
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